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On Thursday, March 28, two members of the DeForest Area Progressives drove 2 & 1/2 hours
north to Whitehall WI, pop. 1558, the county seat of Trempeleau county. The purpose of this
visit was to show solidarity with a group of concerned citizens who were seeking a moratorium
on sand mining in the county, which is now home to 25% of Wisconsin's permitted sand mines.

One of us spoke at the public meeting and explained that we had come as concerned citizens of
a county that also contained sandstone worth mining who were also concerned about the
environment and the impact that the economics of mining would have on the relationships within
a community. After a break, one of the farmers who had sold his land came over and said that
he was now having second thoughts because many of his neighbors were reacting in ways that
he had not expected.

One of the speakers represented the mining company. He described himself as "a sand miner
from Michigan." Based on his command of his subject matter and his speaking style, I would
guess that he was both a public relations person and a graduate of a mining degree program
rather than JUST any old sand miner from Michigan. His presentation SEEMED to answer many of
the questions that would have been raised, such as: how will the Trempeleau river be protected
from storm runoff; how will the land be reclaimed after the mining is done; how many trucks per
day will use the highway, etc.

During the public statement part of the meeting, Heather Andersen, of the Save the Hills group
in Chippewa county, spoke on the subject of mining company "promises." She said that her
group had received photographs of mining pond leaks and storm overflows from hikers; that
mining companies had routinely been fined for drilling too many high capacity wells and/or
pumping too much water per hour; that mining companies had also been fined for additional air
and water quality issues, especially regarding dust from the sand that was too fine to be used in
fracking.

All in all, the trip was both educational and depressing. I highly recommend that every
progressive in the southern third of Wisconsin or Minnesota take the time to search out sand
mines to the north of you, even if only on the web. These things are erupting like measles or
small pox on the face of the land and are turning neighbor against neighbor. And what is worse:
the miners are moving south.

One can paraphrase the words of Pastor Niemöller: First they mined in Barron county, but I
didn't speak out because I wasn't a farmer and I did not live there. Then they mined in Chippewa
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county and I didn't speak out because I lived three hours south. Then they mined in Trempeleau
county, and I didn't speak out because I lived over 2 hours south. Then they came to mine Dane
county, and there was no one left to speak for me because the rest of the state was a
devastated wasteland.

I sincerely hope that it does not come to the miners ripping at Castle Rock or the Dells before we
get our act together and start putting pressure on the legislature to force some state regulation
of non-metallic (aka sand) mining!

- Karen Edson

ORIGINALLY POSTED TO WISCONSIN GRASSROOTS NETWORK ON THU APR 11, 2013 AT 03:56 PM
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 Tip Jar 

Connectring the WI Grassroots at https://www.facebook.com/pages/Wisconsin-
Grassroots-Network/274391892580207

by Wisconsin Grassroots Network on Thu Apr 11, 2013 at 03:56:15 PM
PDT

 Damn 

I live in Milwaukee, but I really like that area of the state.  The Mississippi River
around La Crosse is great scenery.  Sure hope these guys don't ruin it.
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It just feels impossible--bullshit mining projects are being pushed through
everywhere there is ANYTHING of value under the surface.  Nevermind the value
in leaving those deposits alone!  

Damn these mining companies.  Every one of them.  

Political compass: -8.75 / -4.72

by Mark Mywurtz on Thu Apr 11, 2013 at 05:03:34 PM PDT

 More area.... 

Beyond Trempealeau County, there are some other areas nearby in Minnesota
and Wisconsin that have drawn the attention of frac sand miners, and there are a
number of very much divided communities on the matter, places like Fountain
City, WI, which is just up the river from Winona, but on the Wisconsin side. I fear
for the future of the valley, but there are freight railroads on both sides of the
river from Hastings to La Crosse.

This is personal for me; my parents grew up in the area, and my sole living
grandparent, 92 years old this month, still lives there.

I'm not convinced fracking is worth it in the long run.

We need to move away from fossil fuels.

The ballot box must NEVER be used as a tool of oppression.

by vikingrob on Thu Apr 11, 2013 at 06:52:42 PM PDT

 Tipped, recced and republished to 

Badger State Progressive.

I started with nothing and still have most of it left. - Seasick Steve

by ruleoflaw on Thu Apr 11, 2013 at 08:13:31 PM PDT

 More environmental destruction 

in the pursuit of fossil fuels. Short sighted greed will be the epitaph of our planet.

It looks like the SW boundary of the sands corresponds to the edge of the drift-
less area. (I am not a geologist)

Thanks for voicing this, I had no idea. In the area I now live, we have two kinds
of sand mining, neither of them great for the environment, but not on as large a
scale as in WI.

We have coastal sand mining, grandfathered in, that permits removal of sand
from the coastal areas. And then foolish humans wonder why there is erosion
threatening buildings further south. The other sand mining is smaller scale, but in
sensitive habitat. As common as sand is, the makers of silicon chips like a
particular flavor from a spot in the Santa Cruz mountains. Go figure.

Thanks for pointing out how bad the extractive industries are in WI. May more
people become educated. Fracking is so bad, in so many ways.

What planet are we going to live on, once this one is totally trashed?

"Social Security has nothing to do with the deficit."
Ronald Wilson Reagan, 1984

by BusyinCA on Thu Apr 11, 2013 at 10:56:18 PM PDT

 Sen. Kathleen Vinehout has been out in front 

on this, and has been working hard to help out people who are opposing the sand
mines.

It's a tough topic. The mining companies are well-financed, and up against county
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.

governments which are not used to being lobbied this hard. Heck, most people
don't know anything about their county government.

The cheese abides.

by Mike Kahlow on Fri Apr 12, 2013 at 05:21:25 AM PDT
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